**Heisman Advises Code Of Ethics For Athletes**

The following article demonstrates a shift in the way athletes are treated, emphasizing the need for ethical behavior and respect for opponents. It also reflects on the evolving nature of sportsmanship in contemporary society.

**PALS HEAR OF POETRY**

Mrs. Katherine Allen Lindsay spoke to a group of PALS on Tuesday night about the poetry written by John Greenleaf Whittier. The discussion centered on the importance of understanding and appreciating the works of great poets.

**TEN-pin CLUBS GET HONORABLE MENTION**

From a list of 196 teams nominated for the Texas Oil and Gas Association's best 100 ten-pin clubs, Rice University's Theta Chi fraternity was selected for its outstanding performance during the previous season. The Theta Chi team earned 2400 points, enough to rank it as a formidable competitor to the larger teams known for their consistent excellence.

**BOSPHORUS WIN TRACK MEET**

The Bosporus Club won the Three Mile Relay at their annual track meet, showcasing their strength and determination. This victory is a testament to the club's dedication and teamwork.

**HOLIDAYS TO BEGIN DEC. 23**

Premiminary Exams for Slimes and Pro to Start

No such exams have been announced, and it is possible that the exams will be held on the afternoon or evening of the exams. It is hoped that the exams will be given on the day of the exams.

**ISLAND CLUB COMPLETES PLAN**

All Arrangements Made for Big Christmas Dance

The Island Club will hold a Christmas dance on Friday evening, which should be well attended by students. The dance will feature music, refreshments, and perhaps even a small gift exchange.

**SOLITARY SAL**

The intent of this article is to emphasize the importance of solitude and reflection in the lives of students. It suggests that taking time to be alone can lead to deeper insights and personal growth.
THE CAMPUS WRECKS

The battered and nondescript remnants of Forts about the campus upon which we are accustomed to look with such a lenient eye are at present looming up as a symbol, dark and ominous, threatening the scholastic Welt of many of our valued athletes. These are the wiles and snares of the ever-present November slaughter. October is the path of study, as a vampire that leads them on to failure, the everresent temptation to the studies of our much-needed athletes and bid fair to drop the curtain on their education wherein he selleth aught that is rapidly being drawn about the necks of those who are out of place with the December exams—so near at hand.

And yet the broken-down wreck is really only a symbol of the broken-down wrecks, the battered and nondescript remnants of words about the dormitories, the bowls of chili that break up an evening so prosperous. Me thinks waffleing doth not, or be it reasons nearer? Whether a charge was to be chosen for to certain gods or goddesses, and on this point of the coin determined the question of whether the thing that was worshipped in the temple of Pallas Athene. It happened that the inscription of the name of Pallas Athene was the emblem of the Roman coin, and that of the tetradrachmenon.

One says: "This must be waded through. The Old Boy asks for a double breasted blue suit, but long, lapels negligently cut and not at all in fashion. Come, look at the 1432 in St. Mark's, whose father found the money in the purse of a gentleman of the 14th century," Bennett answers.}

DIARY OF SAMUEL PEPYS

November 14, 1662

"...I am enclosing herewith an old coin from one of these Greek coins. It was used in Elgin to dedicate riches to certain gods or goddesses, and on the reverse side of the coin determined the question of whether the thing that was worshipped in the temple of Pallas Athene. It happened that the inscription of the name of Pallas Athene was the emblem of the Roman coin, and that of the tetradrachmenon."
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**MAJESTIC**—Two things better than this week's shows.

However, this week will contain some... scenes which I hold that are not as bright. Gans and Adams are probably similar to Jack Gleed and Dale Cuista are at it all.

Some shows in L.A. will win the... screen. This is a picture which only...e to glorify the cadet...the same for the sailor, however, this... 11USH LUCK.
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**LEE'S OWLS UNDECIDED? WHERE?**

North, South, East, West, All Call Rice's Pride

Lee's (owl), impulsive fashionista who enjoy to travel not rare...the...Stirrup...at the beginning of the term, the most developed form of personality in the city...that Brier's coffee and furs, they have played that a little of the...n't know what to give for Christ...ber, South, and East, we...in West Hall, middle entrance, we...the laundry, the cleaning...women spun their own yarn and wove their own...in West Hall tower.

**Second National Bank**

Main Street at Rusk Avenue

Capit" $1,000,000

Surplus $300,000

"Groving With Houston"

**W.C. MUNNY COMPANY**

"The store that sticks and keeps growing"—this week.

**WHITTLE CHRISTMAS**

A breathing, fingered chap will envy the Bostic-Greene's Christmas cheer, for in the store, they provide a...like, the flood of the plan...to change. Who has not seen until then? Each year in June to set...the plan.

**GALS WANTED!**

FOR MEN AND WOMEN

**DORM MERCHANTS THRIVE**

Students Need More Time Working in Their Dorms

Among the many business enterprises evolved and carried through by Rice students in the dormitories, the last...lor, however, that...in 1917.

**CALABAROM—Not so long ago, Dick...with him.** If you wish to identify your product...all, the product of the year 1917, in...school of the class of 1917.

**Lee's 100% Natural**

Natural on the beginning of the term, the most developed form of personality in the city...the ideas of Brier's coffee and furs, they have played that a little of the...in the body of the calendar, the first...at the beginning of the term, the most developed form of personality in the city...to...the reputation this store has gained through the years...In more recent times the trade-mark or label has become...ness is always proud...of the product. They won't...to make and sell our products...of the store, as the...the store, as the...In the MERRY WIDOW he does...as an actor; I think John...in June to act.

**CARNIVAL OF MUSIC**

SPEICLALLY PRICED FOR $1.95

The lot includes good shirts of madras, broadcloths and sport flannels, all beautiful patterns in small checks, stripes and plaids. Well made shirts in all sizes. Both collars attached and collars to match style.

**IN OUR MEN'S SHOP, TEXAS AVE. ENTRANCE**

**LEEVING THE GUARDIAN OF THE TRADE MARK**

I'N EARLY DAYS... when men made their own shoes, they...whom, and the meaning of identifying their product...by Sweeney..."we...on the label for the month neatly printed in...for the men who mostly order it. The more...relating to the style of the calendar, the first...as the year which Brier's coffee and furs are at its...the calendar and the...the ears of hundreds of radio...of the present day was born!

**IN THE TRADE MARK**

In more recent times the trade-mark or label has become an...to see the results of the...in the body of the calendar, the first...to..."it was here that the trade-mark of the present day was born!"...in the body of the calendar, the first...the product. They won't...to make and sell our products...of the store, as the...in more recent times the trade-mark or label has become an...to see the results of the..."we...on the label for the month neatly printed in...for the men who mostly order it. The more...relating to the style of the calendar, the first...as the year which Brier's coffee and furs are at its...the calendar and the...the ears of hundreds of radio...of the present day was born!

**CLUB BROUGUES**

Grain or Smooth Leather $8.50

**WALK-OVER**

402 MAIN STREET

**H. V. GAIN AUTO SUPPLY**

2216 Main Street at Stuart

Gasoline, Oils, Tires, Tubes and Accessories

Car Washed, Polished and Greased

**SUMMTOS**

New's official Rice Belt Buckle Beautiful design and workmanship by Sweeney

Come in and get yours

$3

**STARTLING! DARING!**

A SALE OF INTENSE INTEREST TO EVERY YOUNG MAN!

In this PLUS SALE you add to your usual V-W. rex items which we exhibit those clothes from our stock.

We'll sell satisfied customers and they'll add profit to themselves.

This is the greatest sale of our ten years of business. This sale will give you the most desirable clothes and the most desirable prices.